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In this paper we discuss the typical behavior of HL-1M tokamak plasmas during ECRH. A large
variety of sawtooth types have been observed at di�erent ECH power deposition locations. The
observed central MHD activities detected by the soft x-ray diode array include saturated sawtooth,
partially saturated sawtooth, double sawtooth, and strong m=1 bursts superimposed on the ramp
phase of sawtooth. Complete suppression of sawtooth is achieved during ECRH, when the heating
power is applied on the high-�eld side of low-density plasmas, and exceeds a threshold value of
power. The m=1 bursts riding on the ramp phase of sawtooth can only be excited when the ECRH
location is near the q=1 surface at the high �eld side. The conditions under which the various
relaxation activities are produced, or suppressed, are described. Experimental results imply that
the energetic electrons, generated during ECRH, are responsible for the modi�cation or stabilization
or excitation of the instability. Near the q=1 surface, while the passing electrons play a role to
reduce the shear and tend to stabilize the sawtooth activity, the barely-trapped electrons play a
role to enhance or drive an internal kink instability.

I Introduction

Sawtooth oscillations in tokamaks have long been the
subject of intense study, and signi�cative e�orts have
been carried out to control this instability. It has been
recognized that sawtooth oscillations can be stabilized
by electron-cyclotron-resonance heating (ECH), and a
variety of non-standard sawtooth activities has been ob-
served during ECH. In DIII tokamak [1], sawtooth oscil-
lation with two periods and amplitudes, per cycle, have
been observed, and non-standard sawtooth (saturated
and partial saturated sawtooth) have been reported in
WT-32 and TCV3 experiments. Recently, excitation of
internal kink instability during o�-axis ECH and neu-
tral beam injection was reported in DIII-D tokamak
[4]. These di�erent relaxations have been observed on
HL-1M tokamak under di�erent heating condition. In
HL-1M experiments, in addition to sawtooth activity,
the m=1 modes are observed to be strongly modi�ed
(preceding the crash) and /or excited (riding on the
ramp phase) by ECH. The sharply localized nature of
the ECH provides an e�ective tool for modifying plasma
parameters locally near the q=1 surface. These obser-
vations, as well as plausible theoretical explanation for
the stabilization, are the subject of this paper.

II Experimental set-up

The HL-1M tokamak has circular cross section with
major radius R=1.02m, minor radius a=0.26m, line-
averaged electron density �ne = (0:3 � 2) � 1013cm�3

central electron temperature Te(0) � 1 Kev, central ion
temperature Ti(0) � 400eV, plasma current Ip in the
range of 160kA to 200kA, and toroidal magnetic �eld
in the range of 2.4 T to 2.8 T at R = 1.02 m. A 75
GHz gyrotron powers the ECH system up to 400kW
for fundamental electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) at
B = 2.68 T. The ECH pulse lengths are in the range
of 30-50 msec. Electron cyclotron waves, polarized at
the ordinary mode, are launched perpendicular to the
toroidal magnetic �eld from the low �eld side of the
torus. The fundamental electron cyclotron resonance
(ECR) location is changed in the range from low �eld
side to high-�eld side to scan the MHD response.

A 60-channel soft x-ray detector array placed at the
top of the tokamak was used to monitor the plasma
MHD activity. The system covers the entire plasma
cross section through a 12.5 �m thick beryllium foil;
only those channels with sight lines passing through
the plasma core are shown in this work because our
attention is focused at the q=1 surface in the plasma
core. With zero bias voltage, the time response of the
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detector-preampli�er system was 100 Hz, and radial
resolution was 2 cm. The soft x-ray system allows us
to follow the fast temporal dynamics of various MHD
phenomena, especially sawtooth events (with a short-
est repetition time of 2 ms), and the (1,1) MHD mode
(with a rotational period of 0.1 ms).

III E�ect of ECRH on MHD ac-

tivities

III.1 Characteristics of sawteeth types during

ECRH

The sawtooth activity was observed to be strongly
modi�ed by localized ECRH near the q=1 surface in
HL-1M. Experiments were performed when the current
was such that the safety factor at the limiter was in
the range qL = 4:0 � 5:0. Non-standard sawtooth ac-
tivity, such as double sawtooth, partially saturated and
saturated sawtooth, have been observed while changing
the heating location, the ECRH power and the electron
density.

These modi�cations of the type of sawtooth are very
sensitive to the �eld BT which determines the location
where the ECH is localized. By varying the toroidal
magnetic �eld, the ECR location is changed along the
direction of R from the high-�eld side to the low-�eld
side. In our analysis we approximate the radius of the
q=1 surface by the inversion radius of sawtooth (as of-
ten noted, rq=1 is a little larger than rinv). The geomet-
ric con�guration is shown in Fig.1 (a) while the changes
in the soft-x ray (SXR) signal due to the ECH are shown
in Figs.1(b)-(e). When the ECR is at the low-�eld
side there is little a�ection on the sawtooth activity, as
shown in Fig.1 (b). When ECR is applied at the mag-
netic axis around point c, Fig.1 (c), the amplitudes of
the sawtooth oscillation are very large with sharp ramps
and deep drops, and there are some double sawtooth in-
terspersing among single sawtooth. When the o�-axis
heating location is in the range around point d, double
sawtooth, which exhibit two rises and two crashes in
a cycle, can be observed, as shown in Fig.1 (d). The
onset of the �rst crash caused a drop of 5% (�A=A) in
soft x-ray emission, while a large drop �A=A � 15%
was observed during the second crash (for normal saw-
teeth �A=A � 10%). When the ECR is applied around
the q=1 surface, the sawtooth oscillations can be com-
pletely stabilized as shown in Fig.1(e). Though the saw-
tooth suppression was only observed when heating was
deposited near the q=1 surface, it must be noted that
the double sawtooth can be observed in a larger region.

Figure 1. Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram showing the q=1
surface and the wave trajectory in the experiment. The cy-
clotron resonance locations are shown as vertical lines for
the four cases (b), (c), (d) and (e) shown below. Evolu-
tion of the soft x-ray signal for (b) ECH on low-�eld side
(BT = 2:75), (c) ECR on-axis heating (BT = 2:65), (d)
ECH on high-�eld side (BT = 2:60), and (e) ECH at q=1
surface on high-�eld side (BT = 2:54), for and qL = 4;
IP = 150 � 200kA and PECH = 230kW .

In addition to the inuence of location of ECH,
other plasma parameters play important roles as well.
These parameters include the electron density, the
power of ECH and the plasma current. The points in
Fig. 2 stands for a set of o�-axis ECR heating dis-
charges in which parameter scans were carried out. It
is clear from this �gure that di�erent MHD relaxation
activities occur in di�erent parameter regions. Dou-
ble sawtooth activity is noticeable especially at high
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ECRH power and medium density (�ne � 1:6 � 1013)
cm�3), with high plasma current (IP � 200kA). In
contrast, at low ECRH power, instead of change of the
shape of sawteeth, strong bursts of m=1 mode were
frequently observed in the region of medium density,
which will be discussed in III.2. In the region near the
q=1 surface, the complete stabilization of sawtooth can
only be obtained when electron density is low enough
(�ne � 0:6� 1013) cm�3). Above this value, but still in
the region of low density (� �ne � 1:0 � 1013) cm�3),
we usually can observe partially saturated or saturated
sawtooth according to the deposited ECRH power as
shown in Fig 3. The crash of a saturated sawtooth in-
volves a larger amplitude change (�A=A � 15%), when
compared with a single sawtooth, and the energy trans-
port induced by the saturated sawtooth is larger than
that due to a single sawtooth of the same cycle length.
This implies that during the saturated phase there are
much energy and impurity accumulated in the central
region.

Figure 2. Diagram for o�-axis heating, showing the PECW�
�ne plane. The symbols indicate the onset of MHD activi-
ties in various situations. All the data here were got when
the ECRH location was near or in small distance o� the
sawtooth inversion on the high �eld-side.

Figure 3(a). Expanded view of partially saturated saw-
tooth (BT = 2:63T, IP = 205kA, PEC = 200kW, �ne =
0:7� 1013cm�3).

Figure 3(b). Saturated sawtooth activities (BT = 2:56T,
IP = 205kA, PEC = 200kW, �ne = 0:6 � 1013cm�3).

These observations clearly indicate the critical im-
portance of the location of the application of ECH,
and the important role played by the other plasma pa-
rameters. With o�-axis ECRH, the basic type of non-
standard sawtooth is double sawtooth, while the par-
tially saturated and saturate sawtooth might be formed
due to the stabilization of the �rst sawtooth crash, dur-
ing the heating. Standard sawtooth are produced by on
axis power deposition, and suppression of sawtooth is
caused by deposition close to the q=1 surface on high-
�eld side, when ne is low enough.

III.2 Internal MHD modes

With medium heating power applied o� axis, near
the q=1 surface on the medium density (� 1:0 � 1013

cm�3) plasma discharges, the normal structure of saw-
tooth oscillation does not change much but the modes
riding on change. Instead of a single growing envelope
of m=1 before the crash of the sawtooth, strong bursts
of m=1 localized near the q=1 surface frequently ap-
pear during the ramp phase of sawtooth. Fig. 4 shows
the sawtooth and m=1 mode with 230 kW of ECRH
power. Often a clear m=1 precursor is observed prior to
the crash, but the precursor amplitude (�A=A � 15%)
is smaller than that of the burst (�A=A � 5%) that
appears earlier. At low ECH power, a burst of the
m=1 mode breaks out at earlier time and it merges
as to become the precursor of the sawtooth. At high
ECRH powers, a burst of m=1 mode appears in the
reheat phase of the sawtooth and, sometimes, it sepa-
rates from the precursor oscillations before the crash,
i.e, it looks like one single burst in the typical �shbone
activities.
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Figure 4. Strong burts of m=1 mode frequently appear
when the ECRH locations is near the q=1 surface. Fig.
3(a). Expanded view of partially saturated sawtooth (BT =
2:55T, IP = 200kA, PEC = 230kW, �ne �= 1:6 � 1013cm�3).
F - �shbone-like, P - precursor.

The duration of the burst lasts for a long time
(��=�s � 25%) while the precursor was observable for
only a small fraction (��=�s � 5%) of the sawtooth pe-
riod. The oscillation frequency within a burst of m=1
is �8kHz, which is nearly the same as that of the pre-
cursors.

In order to investigate the e�ect of heating location
on mode activity, a detailed toroidal �eld scan was per-
formed at 230kW of ECW input power. A summary
of the results is displayed in Fig.5. The abscissa of the
plots is the central toroidal �eld. There is a maximum
in the amplitude of the burst when the ECH resonance
was placed at r=a = 0:3: This was close to the sur-
face corresponding to he sawtooth inversion. The e�ect
on the m=1 burst was very sensitive to the heating lo-
cation when it was near the x-ray sawtooth inversion.
A shift of 2cm in the resonance location changed the
relative amplitude by a factor of 2, from 0.20 to 0.9.
Most of the data points in Fig.5 are taken from dis-
charges with ECW pulses of 30 msec and plasma den-
sity �ne �= 1:5� 1013 cm�3

Figure 5. Amplitude of the parasitic m=1 mode with re-
spect to toroidal �eld, plasma current Ip = 180kAm line
averaged density Figure 3(a). Expanded view of partially
saturated sawtooth �ne �= 1:5�1013cm�3 and incident ECRH
power P0 = 230kW. Here �A is the amplitude of the para-
sitic m=1 and A is the amplitude of soft x-ray signal.

IV Discussion

IV.1 E�ect of suprathermal electrons on saw-

tooth stabilization

To understand the condition under which one of
the non-standard sawtooth will occur and the mecha-
nism of sawtooth stabilization, it is helpful to examine
the role of high-energy electrons produced by ECRH.
The x-ray energy spectrum shows a high-energy tail
indicating the presence of hot-electron population with
Teh � 30keV extending up to 300keV. In the absence of
ECRH (Te � 1keV), hot-electron tails are not observed.
In discharges where we obtain sawtooth stabilization or
saturated sawtooth, during ECRH, we have often ob-
served sharp spike caused by runaway electron instabil-
ity on ECE and SXR raw signals. These observations
suggest that the high-energy tail electrons generated
by ECRH in the low-density regime may be responsi-
ble for the modi�cation/stabilization of the MHD be-
haviour in the plasma center. As we know, the high
energetic electrons will be trapped, barely-trapped or
circulate in the torus, and the distribution will be dif-
ferent as the ECRH power and position of resonance
change. This may lead to the occurrence of various
non-standard sawtooth activities.

By applying ECH on the high-�eld side within q=1
surface, the high-energy electrons can traverse most of
the surface enhancing a locally peaked current pro�le
on the entire surface. This incremental change of the
current density would result in a local reduction of the
shear:

s =
rdq

qdr
(1)

It is known that for most of present-day tokamaks, the
central plasma beta value is still lower than the critical
one for exciting the ideal internal kink mode [4], im-
plying that the instability for sawtooth activity is the
resistive internal kinks. The growth rate of the resistive
internal kink mode depends strongly on the magnetic
shear S [5]. The mode becomes stable only when shear
is smaller than a critical value:
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We learn from these result that the unstable mode ro-
tates in the direction of the ion diamagnetic drift, and
the growth rate, on the other hand, is proportional to
S [6], implying that the instability occurs almost sud-
denly.

The reduction of shear caused by suprathermal elec-
trons has a stabilizing e�ect on the mode. If this re-
duction of shear occurs at the q=1 surface, it may sta-
bilize the m=n = 1=1 resistive mode responsible for the
sawtooth activity. Since the critical magnetic shear is
determined by the electron density, only when the elec-
tron density is low enough, causing the critical magnetic
shear to be high enough, could the suprathermal elec-
trons have the ability to stabilize the mode. If these
conditions is not fully satis�ed then double sawtooth,
(at a marginal point), partially saturated sawtooth or
saturated sawtooth would occur. This is in agreement
with the fact that stabilization is achieved for all the
partially saturated sawtooth, saturated sawtooth and
complete sawtooth, observed in the regime of low den-
sity plasmas.

When the ECRH is applied at the low-�eld side,
many of the high-energy electrons are easily trapped
in a \banana region" and do not contribute to an en-
hancement of the current density. As a result, there is
a smaller inuence on the sawtooth activity.

Local changes in the temperature during ECRH can
also cause modi�cations in the current density pro�le,
which also reduce the shear. It must be noted that
the heating e�ects are generally equally profusely when
the ECRH is applied at high-�eld side or low-�eld side
or axis. As such, they cannot account entirely for the
modi�cation of the behaviour of sawtooth, but might
contribute to the e�ect.

Figure 6. Electron temperature measured by ECE During
ECRH. There was a 30% rise in electron temperature due
to ECH, the Te pro�le did not change much during ECRH
heating.

IV.2 E�ect of suprathermal electrons on internal

kink instability

It has already been previously reported (DIII-D [1],
WT-3 [2], TCV[3]) that it is near the q=1 surface that
sawtooth oscillations could be stabilized by localized
electron-cyclotron-resonance heating. However, our ex-
perimental results show that applying the ECRH near
the q=1 surface is a double-edged sword to the e�orts of
stabilizing the central MHD instability within that sur-
face. It was found that the e�ect of ECR in stabilizing
the sawtooth activity is much stronger when the ECR
deposition location was moved toward the q=1 surface
within the high-�eld side, as discussed in IV.1. On
the other hand, there is other mechanism [6] through
which ECRH has an e�ect of exciting the internal kink
instability. When the o�-axis heating location is far
from axis and near q=1 surface, there are more posibil-
ities for suprathermal electrons being barely-trapped.
While the passing electrons play a role to reduce the
local shear and tend to stabilize the sawtooth activity,
the barely-trapped electrons may enhance or drive an
internal kink mode via precessional resonance [6], since
the mode propagates poloidally parallel to the ion dia-
magnetic drift velocity (k�=Vdt), and toroidally paral-
lel to the precession velocity < V' > of trapped ions,
which is in the same direction as the plasma current.
The precessional resonance through Landau damping,
between wave and particles, requires that the particles
drift along the same poloidal and toroidal direction of
the wave. The toroidal drift velocity of particles in
Tokamak is given by

�̂ � �D = �k +
�2k + �2?=2


R0

BP

B
cos � (5)

where 
 = qB=m is the cyclotron frequency. Concern-
ing the population of suprathermal electrons, the pass-
ing electrons usually drift in opposite direction due to
their opposite electric charges. For the deeply trapped
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electrons on the outboard side (� < 90Æ), the pressional
direction is opposite to the propagating direction of thr
wave. For barely trapped electron (part of its orbit is
on the inboard side: � > 90Æ), the precessional direc-
tion averaged over the entire orbit is parallel to that of
the deeply trapped ions because they spend more time
on the inboard side and, therefore, this part of the or-
bit is weighted more. Due to this drift-reversal e�ect,
the barely trapped suprathermal electrons from ECRH
heating can resonate with unstable mode and drive the
mode in a stronger.

In Fig. 7, the x-ray signals for plasma with di�er-
ent resonance location from the line of sight that passes
through the inversion radius are compared. When the
cyclotron resonance position is moved to the weak �eld
side, the m=1 mode excitation is not observed. Re-
peated scans show very similar results: the m=1 mode
can only be excited when the ECR location is near
the q=1 surface at the high �eld side. This indicates
that the phenomenon is due to the kinetic e�ect of
suprathermal electrons rather than the change of the
plasma pressure.

Figure 7. Comparison of the m=1 mode activity at various
ECR locations labeled by the distance from the magnetic
axis (Rres). A negative value denotes the high �eld side of
the magnetic axis.

V Conclusions

A signi�cant e�ect of stabilization/modi�cation of saw-
teeth activities, due to energetic electrons, have been
found in HL-1M ECRH experiments. The stabilization
is attributable to a local reduction of the shear near the
q=1 surface due to energetic electron e�ects. There is
a density threshold below which complete stabilization
could be obtained and, above that, the sawtooth would
either be saturated, partially saturated or become dou-
ble sawtooth. While some results suggest that the saw-
tooth activity may be controlled e�ectively with ECH
at the q=1 surface on the high-�eld side, more care-
ful research show it is near the q=1 surface that inter-
nal kink instability could be driven by barely-trapped
suprathermal electrons during o�-axis ECH. The m=1
internal kink instability purely driven by energetic elec-
trons was observed. The energetic trapped electrons
were found to play the dominant role in the excitation
mechanism. While a qualitative explanation is given, a
quantitative explanation for this observation is a chal-
lenging research work for the future.
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